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Protect Profitability
Oracle® Retail XBRi Loss Prevention Cloud Services

Secure your future.
Minimize losses and protect profitability with
Oracle Retail XBRi Loss Prevention services
from SkillNet.

For many years, retail loss prevention has focused exclusively on detecting and preventing theft. With the availability of XBRi, the loss prevention and
store analytical system from Oracle Retail, the focus has shifted to monitoring transactions and establishing an exception-based reporting system to
identify transactions and trends that break the pattern of normality.
If exception-based reporting is not a priority for your organization, it should be. After all, retailer losses from internal theft, vendor fraud, shoplifting, and
administrative and process errors account for nearly $128 billion of shrink worldwide just last year.

XBRi implementation.
With Oracle’s XBRi system, organizations are given the opportunity to quickly identify suspicious trends, transactions, and other data anomalies to make
more informed decisions. At SkillNet Solutions, we can help make sure all the latest dynamic functionality is available to you during the implementation
process. Our XBRi Loss Prevention implementation team will guide you through each step in the project including:

PROJECT AND TECHNICAL COMMITMENTS

FUNCTIONAL COMMITMENTS

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

»» Capturing all necessary POS data elements for optimized reporting
»» Define master file data elements that supplement all reporting
»» Define CORE and customized reports that will drive your loss
prevention business
»» Automated subscriptions and distribution to increase user productivity
»» Setup appropriate and useful control points or groups to define trending
of exceptions
»» Create master file distribution to other divisions of your company to
drive compliance
»» Provide best practices for establishing an effective EBR program

Effective requirements gathering session
Assist in banner set creation for mapping
Assist in setting up TEST and PROD environments
Quality assurance plan
UAT support
Assist with migrating from TEST to PROD
Assist with go-live plan
Production and maintenance support

XBRi optimization.
SkillNet's team of experts also offer XBRi optimization consulting focused
on improving loss prevention insights, reducing operational costs and
increasing ROI.

OPTIMIZATION SERVICES
»» Review and provide an assessment of your XBR 4.0 to XBR 7.0 and the newest
XBRi (Ingenium)
»» Provide EBR best practices
»» Expert consultation
»» Gap analysis and recommended solutions
»» Training sessions and workshops for all user levels

“

SkillNet’s experience as a leading integrator of Oracle Retail products made them an
easy choice as our integration partner.”
// Vice President of IT for a Leading Wellness Retailer

XBRi (Ingenium) upgrade.
Many clients find an upgrade to XBRi is the right path for them. SkillNet can evaluate your current platform and help determine whether, when and how to
upgrade so your company can best utilize key new features.

VISUALIZATION
»» Create dynamic dashboards
»» Comprehensive visualization of high risk areas
»» Mobile app-based analytics with quick look up
and reporting
»» iPad-accessible version

DATA MANAGEMENT +
REPORTING
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Data importing wizard
Report writer wizard
Prior period comparison reporting
Trending reporting: 30/60/90 day reporting
Dynamic and interactive functionalities,
such as pivoting, drilling and linking

ADMINISTRATION
»» Automated subscriptions and distribution to
increase user and system productivity
»» E-learning module
»» Enhanced case management tool integration
»» Shared folder creation
»» Smart link editing
»» CCTV/Video integration

The SkillNet advantage.
We now provide a service offering for Oracle Retail XBRi implementations, consulting, and upgrades. With more than 20 years of retail experience, SkillNet
Solutions can accelerate loss prevention efforts and protect profitability for large and small retailers worldwide.
As an Oracle Platinum Partner focused on global retail, and a leading third party implementer of Xstore POS, ORPOS, Order Broker Cloud Service (MICROS
Locate), Customer Engagement Cloud Service (MICROS Relate), Store Inventory Management (ORSIM), Warehouse Management Systems (ORWMS), and
Merchandise Financial Planning (MFP), SkillNet is a trusted leader in the industry. Work with the best.

PROVEN EXPERTISE
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

#1 Oracle Retail Stores global partner
Over 45 Oracle Retail Stores and Xstore implementations worldwide
Leading Oracle MICROS partner
Retail implementations in over 40 countries
100+ global retail clients
20+ years of retail devotion
100% retail focused
400+ consultants worldwide
9 global office locations to serve you

Our Oracle practice comprises approximately 400 team members with deep expertise across the Oracle stack, including middleware, database,
functional and business applications. Their experience also involves integrating, extending and developing custom solutions and providing proactive
support services.
Contact us for a consultation and start the discussion on how SkillNet can help you protect your losses with Oracle Retail XBRi.
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